where -D
Suppose we are given a class A of functions / each of which can be 'represented' in (-D 9 D) by its C.E.S. with respect to Q(z). We define a set of neighbourhoods U of {Λ}. Then {λ v } is stable if there is a U such that to each {tc v } eU there corresponds a meromorphic function q(z) whose poles, all simple, form a sub-set of {tcy} and which is such that each fe A can be represented in (-D, D) by its C.E.S. with respect to q(z); and {λ v } is unstable if there is no such neighbourhood. Let D > 0 and feL (-D,D) .
The case in which λ v -iv, A is BV[-D, D], 'representation of / in (-
Let Q(z) be a meromorphic function whose poles, all simple, form a sub-set of the set {λj(v = 0, ± 1, •••)• Here, and in what follows, the use of the symbol {λ v } implies that λ v Φ λ>/ if v Φ v'. The C. E. S β (Cauchy exponential series) of / with respect to Q is ^c v e λvX where Suppose that the set {λj is such that, for a class A of functions /, the C.E.S. of / 'represents ' / in (-D,D) O Then we may consider the question of the stability of the set {λ v }. We define, in some way, a set of neighbourhoods U of {λ v }. Then {λj is stable if there is a neighbourhood U such that to each {Λ:,} e U, there corresponds a meromorphic function q(z) whose poles, all simple, form a sub-set of {Λ J, and which is such that each fe A can be represented in (-D, D) by its C.E.S. with respect to q(z); and {λ v } is unstable if there is no such neighbourhood. The stability of {λj depends on the value of D, the class A, the, particular meaning we give to the 'representation' of /, 176 S. VERBLUNSKY and finally on the definition of the set of neighbourhoods U. In this note, we confine our attention to the simplest case: j\, v = iv, A is the class of functions / which are BV [ -D, D] and satisfy 2. Let 0 < D ^ π, and let A have the meaning specified in § 1. (-2Ό, 2Ό) for n ^ n 0 , then, in order that for each feA,
f(t)H n (t-x)dt~->f(x)
boundedly within (-D, D) , it is necessary and sufficient that
boundedly within (-2D, 2D) .
Bin|« Then for each feA,
, and (u) . It suffices to prove: in order that for each fe A,
Sufficiency. We have
and the second member tends to zero boundedly within (-D, D) .
Necessity. In the first place, it is necessary that for each τe (-2D,2D) ,k n (τ)-*0 as n-+co. For let a, βe (-D, D) and let x = a. Let f(t) -1 in the open interval, and let f(t) = 0 outside the closed interval, whose end points are a, β. Then
Since a, β can be chosen so that β -a has any assigned value in (-2D, 2D), this proves our assertion.
By (1), for each xe (-D, D) , the functions k n (t -x) of t, for n Ξ> n 0 , form a sequence of elements of
is convergent for each fe A. By the principle of uniform boundedness, it follows that
Hence &"(£) is uniformly bounded within (-2D, 2D) as required.
3. Proof of Theorem 1. We may suppose that D ^ π. Let ω be chosen to satisfy π < ω < 2D. We choose the notation so that if 0 e {l v } then 0 = ϊ o If a meromorphic function ^(2J), with the properties mentioned in the enunciation, exists, let C n denote a contour which contains in its interior precisely those il v for which | v \ g n, and which does not pass through any of the ϊl v . Let
where r v is the residue of g(^) at iϊ v and where, if l 0 = 0, we use the convention
By Lemma 1, it is necessary that (6) Σ^d-^-boundedly within (-2D, 2D) , and hence in [-ω, ω] . Let xe (-ω, ω -2ττ). Then for | v | Ξ> iV, the terms on the left are unaltered on replacing x by x + 2τr. By subtraction, it follows that for such x, and hence for all x. We note that if k -0, the term with v -0 is -r o 2π. At this point, we distinguish to cases, (a) l 0 Φ 0, (b) l 0 = 0. In case (a), we integrate (7) over (-X, X), divide by 2X, and let X->oo # We obtain a contradiction. In case (b), we take mean values as in case (a), and deduce that the term with v -0 is -1. Then (7) (-2D, 2D) . Considering odd parts, its follows that
boundedly within (-2J9, 2D). By hypothesis, there is an integer μ say, which is not one of the l v ; and μ Φ 0 since Z o = 0. By (8), r v = 0 if £" is not an integer. Hence, on multiplying both sides of (9) by μ sin μx and integrating over (-π, π) , we obtain 0 = 1, a contradiction.
4. Proof of Theorem 2. For all sufficiently large n, the circle Γ n :\z\ ~ n Λ-1/2, contains in its interior the points il v for | v \ 5g n, and every point on Γ n is at a distance greater than 3/8 from all the points il u . Let q(z) be a meromorphic function whose poles, all simple, 180 S. VERBLUNSKY form a sub-set of {il v ), and define H n (u) by (2) with C n replaced by Γ n .
Using the notation of § § 1, 2, we have and therefore, as in § 2, it suffices to prove that we can choose q(z) so that The meromorphic function Q Q (z)P(z) is regular, except possibly at the points iv, which are at most simple poles of residue P{iv)j2π. By Lemma 2, P(iv) -o{\ v | 1/2 ). Hence we can define the meromorphic function
which has the same principal parts as Q 0 (z)P(z). Thus
Q 0 (z)P(z) = R{z) + S(z) where S(z) is an integral function. We can write q{z)P(z) -F(z) r where F(z) is an integral function. Then
In § 5, we shall prove LEMMA 3. On Γ n , R(z) = o{n iμ ) as n-• oo.
We choose F(z) so that the numerator in (10) will not be of a greater order of magnitude than R(z). This means, since F and S are integral functions, that F = S + c where c is a constant. Theorem 2 will follow if we show that tends to zero boundedly within (-π, π) . Write z -(n + Ij2)e iθ . ByLemmas 2 and 3, R^ = o (nenπlcosΘ] ) . Equating real parts in (12), we get
P(z)
We thus obtain the class of trigonometric series investigated by Korous [1] . Theorem 2 shows, in this special case, not only that (13) converges boundedly to f(x) within (-π/2, π/2), but also that 2 a v sin l u x -b» cos l v x converges boundedly to zero.
7. We now turn to the proof of Theorem 3. We again suppose that the notation has been chosen so that if 0 e {l v }, then 0 = l Q . It will suffice to prove .
and there is a constant K ε (depending only on P, Q and έ) such that
Proof. In the following proof, and in § 9, the symbols K, K e do not necessarily denote the same constants at each occurrence. In 
